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This region might well be called "Realm of the
Doubles." for large numbers of double and multiple
stars occupy this constellation which is otherwise
poor in deep-sky objects. The famous amateur astronomer, Rev. Thomas W. Webb, eons ago pointed out that
"Bootes is rich in pairs. poor in Clusters and nebulae." With the exception of a single globular cluster and a sprinkle of faint galaxies. the wonders
here are all stellar - single, double, multiple, and
variable - a somewhat surprising state of affairs
since Bootes ranks 13th in size among all the constellations.

Arcturus
The visual Magnet of this region is Arcturus,
which at zero magnitude far outshines any other star
in the area. Outranking both Vega and Capella, it is
the brightest star north of the celestial equator
and the 4th brightest, (formerly held by Vega), over
the entire sky. A K2-type giant sun, this lovely orange gem is one of our nearer stellar neighbors at
just over 36 light-years away.
A fascinating account Of this star was given by
Webb: "A noble object at all times. but never so interesting as when, enveloped in the tail of Donati's
comet (1858) and only 2 minutes from the nucleus, it
flashed out so vividly its superiority." Smyth calls
it reddish yellow. W. Schmidt, another astronomer of
the 19th century, thought it had of late years lost
all redness and was growing paler. Webb goes on to
say that: "Schmidt had reported seeing Arcturus with
the unaided eye 24 minutes before sunset (in the
clear skies of Athens)."
In general, the bright stars are neglected by
amateurs as far as telescopic work is concerned. Few
vary appreciably in brightness or have interesting
companions. and yet these beacons possess a charm
all their own - especially for those who enjoy observing star colours (an indication of stellar temperature).
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Along the many benefits of membership are:
Discount magazine subscriptions:
Sky and Telescope: $16.00 (12 monthly issues)
Astronomy: $14.00 (12 monthly issues)
DeepSky:
$ 8.00 (4 Quarter1y issues)
Telescope Making:
$ 8.00 (4 Quarterly issues)
Odyssey:
$12.50 (12 lonth1y issues)
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups.
Call list - don't miss unexpected events.
Free membership in Astronomical league.
Free Reflector (Astronomical League Newsletter)
Free use of W.A.S. Library. (see librarian)
Rental telescopes (see observatory chairperson)

Stargate Observatory is owned
and operated by the Society in
conjunction with Rotary International. Located on the grounds
of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road,
1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank
Road, Stargate features a 12.5
inch F17 club-built Cassegrainian telescope under a steel dome.
The observatory is open to all
club members in accordance to
th e
'S ta rg at e
Ob se rv at ory
Rules.' Those wishing to use the
observatory must call the Observatory Chairman by 7:00 PM on
the evening of the session. The
Observatory Chairman is:
Robert Halsall
781-6784
The Society maintains a library of
astronomy-related books and periodicals at the Macomb County Community College meeting room. See
the librarian for library rules or
to checkout a book.

Subgroups exist for those interested in specialized
areas. Those interested should contact the chairperson, listed below:
Solar:
Ed Cressman
645-1837
Lunar/Planetary:
Alan Rothenberg
624-9339
Cosmology:
Mike O'Dowd
268-7125
Deep Sky:
Doug Bock
750-9369
Computer:
Larry Kalinowski
446-9720

Lectures are given at Stargate
Observatory
each
weekend.
The
lecture will be either Friday or
Saturday evening, depending on
the weather and the lecturer's
personal
schedule.
lecturers
should check with the ranger at
Camp Rotary early in the week to
determine whether scouts will be
at the camp, and to inform the
ranger of the day and time of the
lecture. If you cannot lecture on
your scheduled weekend, please
lake arrangements to switch weekends with another lecturer, or
call the chairman as soon as possible.
Upcoming lecturers are:

Riyad Matti
Scott Jorgenson
Frank McCullough
Dan Cwiertniewicz
Jeff Bondono
Francis Stabler

6-22/23
6-29/30
7-6/7
7-13/14
7-20/21
7-27/28

The Call List is a list of people who wish to be
informed of spectacular and unexpected astronomical
events. Anyone who notices such an event calls the
next person on the call list, who informs the next
person, etc. A call list member can specify that he
or she not be called at certain times. Any Society
member is welcome to join the call list and can do
so by notifying Jeff Bondono, 731-4706.

Calendar of Events
Saturday,
Thursday,

June
June

23
28

2:00
7:30

Summer Solstice Party at Doug Bock', home.
Computer Group meeting. Larry Kalinowski has details.

Saturday,
Thursday,

June
July

30
5

3:00
7:30

Stargate Observatory Cleanup/Picnic/Star Party.
WAS Meeting at Cranbrook.

Thursday,
Thursday,

July
July

12
19

7:00
7:30

Cosmology Group meeting. Mike O'Dowd has details.
WAS meeting at Macomb Community College

Saturday,
Thursday,

July
July

21
26

7:30

Star Party at Camp Rotary
Computer Group Meeting. Larry Kalinowski has details.

Fri-Sat,

Aug.

17-18

Jupiter Event. Information will appear in a future issue of
the WASP.

Our Annual Summer Solstice Party will be Saturday, June 23, at Doug Bock's home. If you want
to play golf in the morning, contact Doug Bock by phone and he'll set something up. Otherwise, show up any time after 2:00 in the afternoon, and stay as late as you wish. Bring your
own food and drinks, and Doug will supply a barbecue grill. Entire families are welcome. During the afternoon we'll be having the usual picnic and volleyball games. If there's any special group game you think everyone would enjoy, bring it along. Be sure to bring your scope
(and your mosquito repellant), as Doug's property has a big treeless field where we hold our
star party when it gets dark. It's a great opportunity to observe under dark skies with lots
of friends nearby. its also a fantastic chance for you scopeless members to wander around and
gaze through a wide variety of scopes and see the pros and cons of various manufactures and
mountings. Most important, though, it gives you a chance to get to know the people in our
club better, and make good friendships under the stars we all enjoy so much.

Our annual Stargate Observatory Cleanup will be on Saturday, June 30. We'd like as many people as possible (families included) to come out to Camp Rotary to do some light work
(painting, caulking, cleaning) and enjoy a picnic. The cleanup starts at 3:00 PM, and will
continue until dark. There will be a sign-up sheet at the next couple of meetings for a few
tools and supplies we'll need, and for food to bring and share with everyone. Bring your
scope if you wish to join in on a star party after dark. In any case, please bring you eyepieces. We're going to buy some eyepieces for the Stargate scope, and we'd like to tryout as
many as possible to let us make the best choices.
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Arcturus
Continued from page 1
The best way of seeing the tints of the bright stars
is
by
Means
of
their
spurious
diffraction
disks
(resulting from the wave nature of light), visible at
high
relative
magnification.
And
it
is
here
that
the
small telescope user has a definite advantage over large
ones, for the apparent Size of these disks increases as
aperture decreases! The disks and attendant rings in a
2.4
inch
(60
Mm)
refractor at
100
power
or
more
are
amazing to behold, but in a 6- or 8-inch at the same
magnification
are
virtually
invisible.
Whatever
size
scope you have, for a real visual treat try masking it
down to an inch or two aperture using a cardboard stop
(on-axis for a refractor, off-axis for a reflector or
catadioptric to avoid their secondary obstruction).
An interesting and informative project would be the
compilation of a list of bright star colours based on
visual inspection of their diffraction disks. Although
largely subjective in nature, such a roster would be internally
consistent
for
any
given
observer
using
the
same instrument for all the observations. The observed
colours could then be compared to the actual spectral
types given in catalogues for these stars. The use of
well-corrected eyepieces (and Barlow if used), and observation of the objects when on or near the Meridian
are two important factors in such an undertaking.

Epsilon

Bootis

Among the Multitude of doubles in this region, the
showpiece of them all is the star Epsilon Bootis located
about 9 degrees northeast of Arcturus. A stunning combination of a 2.5 Ma'3nitude yellow primary with a 5th
magnitude blue-green companion 3 seconds of arc distant
near position angle 340 degrees, this pair is one of the
most beautiful binaries in the entire heavens.
Epsilon is generally considered a test for 2 to 4inch
apertures,
but
a
good
3-inch
refractor
readily
splits the components at 75 to 100 power on a steady
night. Less than average seeing, however, quickly makes
this a difficult object to resolve in even an 8-inch
scope.
Calling
this
pair
a
"superb
coloured
double,"
Robert Burnham, Jr. remarked: "one of the most beautiful
of the double stars, thought generally a difficult object Tor a 3-inch glass and not exactly easy for beginners even with a 6- inch."
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So attractive is Epsilon in the telescope that the famed
double
star
discoverer
F.G.W.
Struve
christened
it
"Pulcherrima" - "Most beautiful." Webb found it very yellow
and very blue, and again light yellow and greenish, commenting "have seen it perfectly with a 2-1/4 inch achromat." Muirden also gave yellow and green, noting "fine contrast...needs
high
power."
Pickering
included
it
on
his
roster under finest coloured double stars, calling it "A
fine close pair" Without mention of the tints themselves.
Likewise, Chambers noted "colours fine" but did not give
them.
Here
again,
the
diffraction
disks
seen
in
a
small
telescope
at
high
power
are
ideal
for
viewing
the
contrasting hues of bright pairs like Epsilon Bootis. Although
large instruments more easily resolve tight doubles, their
increased light grasp tends to overwhelm the eye, reducing
its sensitivity to delicate celestial tints. Surely those
who lament the fact they have only a Small telescope would
do well to consider that their humble instrument can provide views of these coloured jewels of the Sky unmatched by
any telescope - no matter how large it may be.
Relatively fixed in both separation and position angle,
sluggish Epsilon has not shown any definite orbital motion
Since its discovery nearly 150 years ago, but is undoubtedly a slow binary whose period must be well in excess of a
thousand
years.
The
spectral
type
of
the
primary
is
Kl,
that Of the companion A2, and the pair lies about 220 light
-years from us.

Zeta

Bootis

Colour is not the only attraction in double star observing even white pairs are often striking. Such is Zeta Bootis, positioned 8 degrees southeast of Arcturus and some 6
degrees southwest of Xi. Another of Herschel's finds, it
too is a binary system having a period of about 125 years.
Zeta is made UP of a perfectly matched pair of 4.5 Magnitude stars currently (1979) a tight 1.1 seconds apart in
position angle 305 degrees. It was last at its Widest separation (1.2 seconds) in 1950 and will close up to only a
few hundredths of a second around the year 2020, placing it
beyond the resolving power of all optical telescopes. It
will remain very nearly at its present separation and position angle over the coming decade.
Both Zeta's components are A2-type suns and nearly all
observers find them white or off-white in hue, Smyth dubbed
them "bright white, bluish white." Webb recorded them as
both white and on another occasion as both pale yellow, remarking: "excel lent test: elongated or in contact as seen
with 3.7-inch (refractor) at 144x and 250x, 1854; wide as
seen with 9.3-inch ref lector at 450x, 1869." The former
observation was made 125 years ago when the stars were at
their present separation, and the latter one 15 years later
when the gap between them had later dropped to under 0.9
second. At the time they were widest, Muirden considered
them still "too close for 3-inch." How much magnification
do you find necessary to split this silvery pair in your
telescope on a good night At its present separation?
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Xi

Bootis

If you're among those who believe that all double
stars look alike, try this one. Xi Bootis, a lovely
yellow and ruddy-purple pair lying 9 degrees due east
of Arcturus that's a visual delight in even the smallest telescopes. Discovered by Sir William Herschel in
1780, Xi consists of 4.7 and 6.8 magnitude suns currently spaced 7 seconds apart near position angle 335
degrees. This object is a well-known binary with an orbital period of 150 years; Just past its widest separation of 7.2 seconds in 1977, it is now slowly closing
up to a minimum near 2 seconds expected in the year
2065. Back in 1937, the two stars were just under 5
seconds apart in position angle 13 degrees. There is
also an unseen third body present circling one of the
visible stars with a period of just over two years, the
entire system lying only 22 light-years away.
As in the case of Epsilon the tints here are lovely
and marked, Webb gave them as yellow or clear yellow
and
reddish
purple,
and
Smyth
as
deep
yellow
and
flushed purple. Brown logged them as yellow and red,
and
Olcott
as
yellow
and
purple,
adding
"fine
contrast." Other colour impressions are to be found-both
Dembowski and Meeus saw the companions as yellow and
orange, the latter observer stating that "this fine binary is now a very easy object in Small telescopes."
Interestingly, Muirden reported the tints here as yellow and bluish. The spectral types of the primary and
companion are G8 and K4, respectively, agreeing well
with the visual accounts.

Pi

Bootis

Pi Bootis, lying 7 degrees southeast of Arcturus and
forming a squat triangle with Zeta and Xi. Its 4.9 and
5.8 magnitude suns are currently just under 6 seconds
apart in position angle 110 degrees, and are neatly resolved in a 3-inch refractor at 45 power.
Pi's B9 primary and A5 companion both look white or
bluish white to many observers. The pair appears on Colas' list from the 1890s of the finest white double
stars. Olcott found the stars both white and Muirden
simply described them as a "White pair." Smyth noted
the tints here as "white and creamy" while Webb called
them "very white and a little tawny or ruddy."
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Mu

Bootis

One of the finest triple stars in the summer sky is
Mu Bootis, easily found forming an equilateral triangle with Beta and Delta, lying to the east of them.
Look for a close "double star" in the finder at its
location.
Here we find a 4.5 Magnitude primary star, 109 seconds from which (in position angle 170 degrees lies a
close pair of fainter suns, magnitudes 7.2 and 7.8, 2
seconds apart in position angle 20 degrees. This small
pair is a visual binary with a period of 260 years;
back
in
1938,
the
components
were
separated
by
1.8
seconds at a position angle of 36 degrees. All three
stars
share a common
proper motion
together
through
space and are, therefore, physically related as "all
one vast system" in Webb's words. Their distance from
us
is
about
95
light-years
or
nearly
500
trillion
miles.
Brown called Mu Boot is an "easy double" and pointed
out that
the dimmer star
was
itself
a close binary
that "needs at least 100 power for a notched split."
Actually, a 4-inch scope at 100 diameters will give
definite resolution in good seeing. A 2.4-inch refractor at these same powers shows the close pair as a
notched egg.
Some observers mention only the wide double in their
accounts, apparently unaware that three stars are present here (Olcott, for example), Smyth gave the colours of the two obvious stars as yellowish and greenish white, but most viewers find the primary bluish
white and the close pair as both ruddy, lilac, or orange in hue. The former is an A7 (some sources F0)
star, while the latter are both solar-type suns.
Barns makes a celestial mistake in his description
of Mu Bootis, which reads: "double-double: 4-6.5; separation 108.5 seconds, and visual binary: 7.2-7.8. One
of the pre-eminent quadruple systems." His "6.5" magnitude
object
represents
the
combined
light
of
the
close pair, so where is the fourth star in this supposed "quadruple" showpiece of the heavens?
Viewing
double
and
multiple
stars
like
those
in
Bootes with a small telescope is a delightful and relaxing way to spend a warm summer's evening under the
sky. These coloured jewels of the heavens - no two of
which are exactly alike - are among the most easily
found and observed of all deep-sky objects. Their exquisite and delicate beauty lies largely hidden to the
eyes of man without optical aid, giving support to Emerson's contention that "of all tools, the observatory
is most sublime."
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44

Bootis

Just
half
a
degree
southwest
of
Kappa
lies
the
fascinating variable-double star 44 (also known as
I)
Bootis.
Its
5.5
magnitude
primary
has
a
very
close companion a magnitude fainter in orbit about
it, presently just 0.8 second distant near position
angle 25 degrees. Both members of this visual pair
are early G-type stars similar to our own sun, and
form a binary with a period of about 250 years. Minimum separation between the two of 0.5 second occurred last in 1970, when a 12-inch telescope was
needed to split them. The pair is now slowly opening
to an expected maximum of nearly 3 seconds about the
year 2020.
The companion of 44 Bootis is itself a variable
star - a W Ursae Majoris-type eclipsing system whose
light drops about 1/2 magnitude (6.5 to 7.1) every 6
1/2
hours.
Even
if
your
scope
cannot
resolve
the
visual pair, the change in the combined light of the
entire system can be detected by careful comparison
with surrounding non-variable stars. This fascinating triple is just over 40 light-years distant from
us.
Perhaps of more direct interest at the eyepiece
are the colours displayed by the visual components
of the 44 Bootis system. This pair appears on Colas'
list of the best white doubles, but Webb pointed out
that
there
are
"great
differences
as
to
colours"
here. He logged them as yellow and bluish at one
time.
and
as
yellow
and
ruddy
or
purple
another.
Smyth found the stars pale white and lucid grey on
one occasion and yet low and cerulean blue on another. Struve gave pale white and pale blue, while other
observers
have
reported
White
and
yellow,
and
yellow and orange.
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